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ABOUT US
The Offshore Wind Innovation Hub is the
UK’s primary coordinator of innovation, focusing
on offshore wind energy cost reduction and
maximising UK economic impact.
Funded by the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial
Strategy (BEIS) and delivered jointly by the Offshore Renewable
Energy (ORE) Catapult and the Knowledge Transfer Network
(KTN), the Hub presents UK offshore wind innovation priorities,
supply chain growth opportunities and a comprehensive view of
the funding landscape.
The Hub is actively engaging with industry, academia, other
research organisations and the public sector to identify the
innovation priorities for offshore wind in the UK. These priorities
will be developed into a technology innovation roadmap,
identifying the natural owners of the technology and know-how
to tackle these challenges, and working with them to link up
investment, development support and open up routes to market.
The Hub will also facilitate building consortia to meet these
challenges. It will undertake brokering and convening activities
to foster collaboration and enable partnerships to be formed
between companies within the sector, and encourage crosssector technology transfer through its Offshore Wind Innovation
Exchange Programme.
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To be evidence-based and
objective in its activities and
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To deliver reliable, valid,
accurate and responsible
information that can be
trusted by the private and
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Under the direction of the Hub’s Technical Advisory
Group, which includes senior technology leaders from all
parts of the UK offshore wind supply chain, the Hub is:
• Consulting industry to define the sector’s innovation
priorities;
• Convening industry to respond to funding calls most
effectively;
• Promoting the industry’s priorities and successes
through domestic and international platforms;
• Informing government of sector priorities

More information can be found on the website:
www.offshorewindinnovationhub.com

